Fixel-Based Analysis of Visual Pathway White Matter in Primary Open-Angle Glaucoma
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PURPOSE. White matter (WM) degeneration of the visual pathways in primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) is well documented, but its exact pathophysiology remains unclear. To date, glaucomatous WM degeneration has been exclusively studied using diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) only. However, DTI measures lack direct biological interpretation, and the approach itself suffers from multiple technical limitations. Fixel-based analysis (FBA) is a novel framework for studying WM degeneration, overcoming DTI’s technical limitations and providing biologically meaningful metrics. FBA measures fiber density (FD), representing early microstructural changes, and fiber-bundle cross section (FC), representing late macrostructural changes. In this study, we use FBA to study glaucomatous degeneration of the pregeniculate optic tracts (OTs) and postgeniculate optic radiation (ORs) in POAG.

METHODS. This was a cross-sectional case-control study with 12 POAG patients and 16 controls. Multi-shell diffusion-weighted images were acquired. FBA was used to produce a population template, and probabilistic tractography was used to track the OTs and ORs in template space. Finally, FD and FC of the tracts of interest were compared between the two groups.

RESULTS. Compared with the controls, the OTs of the patients exhibited a significant (familywise error corrected \( P < 0.05 \)) decrease in FD and FC, whereas their ORs exhibited a significant decrease in FD but not in FC.

CONCLUSIONS. FBA provides sensitive measures to assess WM changes in glaucoma. Our findings suggest that the OTs of glaucoma patients exhibit signs of more advanced WM degeneration compared with the ORs. This potentially implicates anterograde trans-synaptic propagation as the primary cause of glaucomatous spread along the visual pathways.
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Primary open-angle glaucoma (POAG) is one of the leading causes of irreversible blindness worldwide, and its prevalence is only expected to increase as the world’s population continues to age.1 POAG results in the death of retinal ganglion cells (RGCs), leading to thinning of the retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) and loss of peripheral vision.2 Furthermore, glaucomatous degeneration of the visual system beyond the retina has been documented in experimental animal models,3–7 postmortem human histopathologic studies,8 and human neuroimaging studies.9–11 Such studies have found evidence of glaucomatous degeneration in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) and the visual cortex, suggesting the involvement of the brain in glaucomatous disease pathology.11 However, neither the cause nor the origin of this degeneration is fully understood.

Trans-synaptic spread is one of the proposed explanations of glaucomatous degeneration of the central visual system.15 The conventional view of POAG as simply a degenerative retinal disease implicates anterograde trans-synaptic degeneration in glaucomatous spread, as degeneration would start at the pregeniculate RGCs and spread across the LGN to reach the postgeniculate pathways. However, a small number of primate studies have found evidence of LGN degeneration preceding RGC loss,5,14 suggesting a retrograde trans-synaptic spread. Furthermore, some MRI studies of POAG patients have reported degenerative changes outside the visual system.15–17 This has led to the suggestion that an independent brain component may be present in POAG and potentially implicates retrograde trans-synaptic degeneration as a cause of RGC degeneration.

As the visual pathway is uniquely divided into two major white matter (WM) tracts (pre- and postgeniculate), investigating glaucomatous WM degeneration potentially holds the key to understanding the true nature of glaucomatous neurodegenerative spread across the visual system. To date, the most commonly used method for studying WM degeneration in POAG patients has been diffusion tensor imaging (DTI).15–36 However, DTI metrics have no direct biological interpretation and are commonly interpreted as estimates of WM “structural integrity.” Furthermore, DTI has technical limitations, most notably its inability to account for crossing-fibers within the same voxel.37 Therefore, several higher-order diffusion models have been recently developed to overcome these limitations and to produce more biologically meaningful measures.38–45
Fixel-based analysis (FBA) is a recently proposed framework that uses such a higher-order model for analyzing WM in a fiber population–specific manner. The term fixel refers to a specific fiber population within a voxel. FBA uses constrained spherical deconvolution (CSD) to model multiple fiber orientations within the same voxel, allowing for the disentanglement of differently oriented WM fiber populations (or fixels). By doing so, FBA solves the classic crossing-fibers problem encountered with DTI and produces biologically meaningful metrics for studying WM changes in vivo. These metrics are as follows: fiber density (FD), fiber-bundle cross section (FC), and fiber density and bundle cross section (FDC). FD represents intra-axonal volume of separate fiber populations within each voxel. FD can be used to probe WM microstructural changes in a fiber-specific manner, with a decrease in FD indicating a loss of axons. FC quantifies gross morphologic (or macrostructural) WM changes by measuring fiber bundle cross-sectional area in a plane perpendicular to fixel orientation. Finally, FDC is a comprehensive measure of the information carrying capacity of fiber tracts.

In this study, we use FBA to investigate WM changes in the pregeniculate optic tracts (OTs) and the postgeniculate optic radiations (ORs) in POAG to better understand the underlying pathophysiology of glaucomatous neurodegeneration. Furthermore, we investigate the correlation between FBA metrics and structural and functional clinical measures of glaucoma. Finally, for comparison, we analyze the same tracts using the conventional voxelwise DTI approach.

**METHODS**

**Ethical Approval**

This study was approved by the ethics board of the University Medical Center Groningen (UMCG). All participants provided written informed consent before participation. The study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

**Participants**

Eighteen glaucoma patients and 18 controls volunteered to participate. All glaucoma patients were recruited from the UMCG. Inclusion criteria for the controls were as follows: having intact visual fields, an IOP ≤ 21 mm Hg, and a visual acuity of 0.8 or higher (+0.1 logMAR or less) in both eyes. Exclusion criteria for both groups were as follows: having any ophthalmic disorder affecting visual acuity or visual field (apart from POAG in glaucoma group), a history of any neurologic or psychiatric disorders, the presence of gross abnormalities or lesions in their magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans, or having any contraindication for MRI (e.g., having a pacemaker or being claustrophobic). Six glaucoma participants were excluded for having non-POAG subtypes of glaucoma (namely pseudoxfoliative glaucoma and pigmentary glaucoma). Two controls were excluded, one for having a history of a transient ischemic attack and cognitive impairment and the other for having an IOP > 21 mm Hg. In total, 12 POAG patients and 16 controls were included in this cross-sectional study. Demographics of included participants are listed in Table 1.

**Ophthalmic Data**

All subjects underwent tests for visual acuity, IOP, visual fields, and retinal nerve fiber layer (RNFL) thickness. Visual acuity was measured using a Snellen chart with optimal correction for the viewing distance. IOP was measured using a Tonoref noncontact tonometer (Nidek, Hiroishi, Japan). Visual fields for the POAG group were assessed using a Humphrey Field Analyzer (HFA; Carl Zeiss Meditec, Jena, Germany) using the 30-2 grid and the Swedish Interactive Threshold Algorithm (SITA), and expressed as visual field mean deviation (VFMD). For the controls, visual fields were screened using frequency doubling technology (FDT; Carl Zeiss Meditec) using the C20-1 screening mode. Controls were not allowed to have any reproducibly abnormal test location at P < 0.01. Finally, the RNFL thickness was measured by means of optical coherence tomography (OCT) using a Canon OCT-HS100 scanner (Canon, Tokyo, Japan). Results were expressed as the mean peripapillary RNFL (pRNFL) thickness.

**Image Acquisition and Preprocessing**

Diffusion-weighted images were acquired using a Siemens MAGNETOM Prisma 3T MRI scanner (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) with a 64-channel head coil. The following parameters were used: repetition time (TR) = 5500 ms, echo time (TE) = 85 ms, bandwidth = 2404 Hz, field of view (FoV) = 210 × 210 × 132, voxel size = 2.0 × 2.0 × 2.0 mm, 66 slices, in 64 diffusion gradient directions. Two DWI shells were acquired, b = 1000 s/mm² and b = 2500 s/mm², in two phase encoding directions: anteroposterior and posteroanterior. Three images with no diffusion weighting (b = 0 s/mm²) were also acquired in each phase encoding direction.

DWI preprocessing included first denoising the data in MRtrix3 (www.mrtrix.org) and then correction of EPI distortions, motion, and Eddy-current distortions in FSL v5.011.

**FBA**

Unless specified otherwise, the recommended FBA pipeline was followed. All FBA steps, summarized below, were performed in MRtrix3.

First, the preprocessed DWI data were upsampled to a voxel size of 1.3 mm isotropic. Then, using a group average response function, fiber orientation distributions (PODs) were estimated for each subject using the Multi-Shell Multi-Tissue Constrained Spherical Deconvolution (MSMT-CSD) algorithm. Joint bias field correction and global intensity
normalization of the three different tissue compartments was then performed.45

A study-specific population FOD template was produced by iterative nonlinear registration and averaging of the FODs of all 28 subjects.53 Subsequently, all FODs were nonlinearly registered to the average population template.53,54 Then, the FODs were segmented to produce fiber-specific fixels within each voxel, and the produced fixels were then reoriented using the nonlinear registration warps produced earlier for each corresponding voxel. Finally, FBA metrics (FD, FC, and FDC) were calculated for each produced fixel.

A whole-brain probabilistic tractogram was produced using the FOD population template to identify local connectivity between neighboring fixels to enable the use of connectivity-based fixel enhancement55 for statistical analysis. First, 20 million streamlines were generated, which were then filtered down to 2 million streamlines using the spherical-deconvolution informed filtering of tractograms (or SIFT)56 approach to reduce biases in tractogram densities.

Visual Pathway Fiber Tracking

To study WM changes specifically in the visual pathways, we performed probabilistic tractography of the OTs and ORs using the population FOD template in MRTrix3.

OT fibers were tracked between the LGN and the primary visual cortex (V1) (Fig. 1A). Both LGNs were identified manually on the FOD template, guided by the generated whole-brain tractogram, and then 4-mm spherical regions of interest (ROIs) were used to circumscribe their approximate location. Left and right V1 masks were first created in MNI space using Freesurfer cortical parcellation of the MNI template (https://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu). The V1 masks were then transformed to the FOD template space nonlinearly using FMRIB's Non-linear Image Registration Tool (FNIRT) in FSL. Finally, 5000 streamlines were generated for each OR using the LGN ROI as a seed point and the V1 mask as an inclusion ROI (Fig. 1D). Fiber tracking was anatomically constrained using masks of nonthresholded OR probability maps derived from the Jülich histologic Atlas in FSL57 to exclude streamlines that do not anatomically conform to the ORs.

DTI Voxel-Based Analysis

In addition to FBA, we investigated changes in the visual pathways using the traditional DTI voxel-based approach as well. Using the preprocessed diffusion-weighted images, tensor-derived58 FA and MD parametric maps were produced from the b = 0 s/mm² and b = 1000 s/mm² shells in the native space of each subject. Then, the FA and MD maps were nonlinearly registered to the FOD population template using the subject-to-template warps produced earlier to register individual FODs to the population template for FBA. To allow tract-specific DTI analysis, voxel masks were created from the OT and OR tractograms. All steps were performed in MRTrix3.

Statistical Analysis

Fixelwise statistical analysis was applied to the fixels included in the OT and OR fixel masks. A general linear model (GLM) was used to compare FD, FC, and FDC between the POAG group and the controls. Sex and demeaned age were added as nuisance covariates. Connectivity-based fixel enhancement was used to perform tract-specific smoothing and enhancement using the default parameter settings.55 Following 5000 permutation tests, each fixel was assigned a familywise error (FWE) corrected P value. Streamline segments corresponding to statistically significant fixels were cropped from the

FIGURE 1. Probabilistic tractography of visual pathways using population template. (A) Regions of interest (ROIs) used for optic radiation fiber tracking. ROIs are overlaid on a representative axial slice. Blue, V1 masks; magenta, approximate visual representation of lateral geniculate nucleus ROIs. (B) Optic chiasm (OC) ROI (yellow) overlaid on a cropped coronal slice. (C) OC ROI overlaid on a cropped axial slice. (D) Tracked optic tracts (red) and optic radiations (green) overlaid on a representative axial slice.
population template whole-brain tractogram and used to visualize significant results.

To further analyze our findings, the average FD, FC, and FDC of each tract was calculated for all participants. The average FBA metrics of each tract of the two groups were then compared using analysis of covariance (ANCOVA), adding age and sex as nuisance covariates. To study the correlation between the FBA metrics and the clinical glaucoma tests, the FD and FC of both sides of the OTs and ORs were averaged for each glaucoma patient. Then, a partial Pearson test was used to determine the correlation between the average pRNFL thickness and VFMD of both eyes and the averaged FBA metrics of the OTs and ORs, while controlling for the effects of age and sex.

For voxel-based DTI analysis, threshold-free cluster enhancement and permutation testing was performed in MRTRix3 using the provided default parameters. FA and MD of the OTs and ORs were tested in a voxelwise manner using the same design matrix created for the FBA.

To compare participants’ demographics and clinical characteristics, an independent-samples t-test was used for parametric continuous variables of equal variance, the Mann–Whitney U test was used for nonparametric continuous variables, Welch’s t test was used for continuous variables of unequal variance, and the χ² test was used for categorical variables.

Statistical significance for FBA and DTI analysis was reported at an FWE-corrected P < 0.05. For other tests, statistical significance was reported at P < 0.05.

RESULTS

To summarize our results, FBA of the OTs revealed a significant loss of FD, FC, and FDC in the POAG group compared with controls, whereas the ORs showed a significant decrease in FD and FDC only. For glaucoma patients, FD of the OTs showed a significant correlation with the pRNFL thickness and VFMD, whereas FA of the ORs showed a significant correlation with pRNFL thickness only. FC measures of both OTs and ORs did not show any significant correlation with pRNFL thickness or VFMD. Using conventional DTI, the POAG group showed a significant decrease in FA in both OTs and ORs, whereas the left OR exhibited a cluster of 12 significant voxels mid-pathway (Fig. 4). The POAG group showed a significant increase in MD along both OTs, whereas their ORs showed no significant difference compared with the controls (Fig. 4).

Demographics and Clinical Characteristics

Table 1 summarizes the demographic and clinical characteristics of the two groups. They did not differ significantly in age, sex, or IOP. pRNFL thickness was significantly lower in the POAG group. Based on the Hodapp-Parrish-Anderson (H-P-A) classification of the worse eye, the POAG group comprised three early stage, two moderate, three advanced, and four severe POAG patients. Supplementary Table S1 lists the pRNFL thickness, VFMD, and H-P-A staging of each eye of the 12 POAG patients. Supplementary Figure S1 illustrates cumulative VFMD maps for the left eye, right eye, and their binocular average for the POAG patients.

Fixel-Based Analysis of the Visual Pathways

Figure 2 illustrates fiber-specific results of the FD metric. The enlarged insets highlight the presence of crossing fibers in the ORs and lack thereof in OTs. Streamline segments corresponding to significant fixels of all three FBA metrics in the OTs and ORs are displayed in Figure 3. Comparison of the average FBA metrics of the OTs and ORs between POAG patients and controls can be found in Supplementary Table S2.

FBA of the OTs revealed significant loss of FD, FC, and FDC in the POAG group compared with the controls. All three metrics displayed a comparable bilateral spatial distribution of significant fixels along the length of the OTs. The ORs, on the other hand, showed a significant loss of FD and FDC only, whereas no significant difference in FC could be detected between the two groups. The left OR displayed a more spatially pervasive pattern of FD and FDC loss compared with the right OR.

Correlation Between FBA Metrics and Clinical Glaucoma Tests

FD of the OTs of glaucoma patients showed a significant correlation with the average pRNFL thickness and VFMD (r² = 0.77, P < 0.01 and r² = 0.57, P < 0.05, respectively), whereas FD of the ORs showed a significant correlation with pRNFL thickness only (r² = 0.41, P < 0.05). FC of both OTs and ORs showed no significant correlation with neither of the clinical tests. Table 2 lists the results of all performed correlation tests.

Tensor-Based Analysis of the Visual Pathways

A significant decrease in FA was found bilaterally in the OTs in POAG, whereas only the left OR showed a significant decrease in FA. Significant voxels were evenly distributed along both OTs, whereas the left OR exhibited a cluster of 12 significant voxels mid-pathway (Fig. 4). The POAG group showed a significant increase in MD along both OTs, whereas their ORs showed no significant difference compared with the controls (Fig. 4).

Discussion

The main findings of this study are that, in POAG patients, OTs exhibit both micro- and macrostructural degeneration, whereas ORs show evidence of microstructural degeneration only. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to use FBA to investigate WM degeneration in POAG. We find that FBA is more sensitive to glaucomatous degeneration in the ORs compared with conventional DTI, highlighting the importance of adopting higher-order diffusion models for studying glaucomatous WM changes. We describe these conclusions in more detail.

Distinct Patterns of FBA Changes in Visual Pathways in POAG

The OTs of POAG patients exhibited a decrease in both FD and FC, implying a loss of axons and atrophy of fiber bundles compared with the controls. On the other hand, the ORs exhibited a decrease in FD only, implying a loss of axons with no accompanying loss in fiber bundle size. The ORs also demonstrated a decrease of FDC in overlapping regions of FD loss. This confirms that the decrease of FD in the ORs reflects true axonal loss in the absence of fiber bundle atrophy, as an alteration in FC would have resulted in a discrepancy between regions of FD and FDC loss.

A possible interpretation of the difference in fiber bundle atrophy between the OTs and ORs, in the presence of axonal loss in both the OTs and ORs, is that OTs manifest more advanced glaucomatous degeneration compared with ORs. Generally, the earliest sign of WM degeneration is axonal loss, which leaves the extra-axonal space filled with axonal debris.
and inflammatory and glial cells. Eventually, as the debris is cleared and the inflammatory reaction subsides, WM starts exhibiting gross atrophic changes. This chronologic sequence of degenerative WM changes has been previously described in an animal study of time-dependent morphologic changes in glaucoma monkey models, where loss of ON axons was shown to precede the decrease in ON cross-sectional area. Therefore, based on our knowledge of WM changes along the time course of glaucomatous neurodegeneration, the results of this study potentially suggest that the pregeniculate pathways of glaucoma patients show evidence of more advanced stages of degeneration compared with postgeniculate pathways. This pattern of WM degeneration corresponds with anterograde trans-synaptic spread along the visual pathway, starting pregeniculately and propagating downstream toward the visual cortex. It should be noted that our study population had a mean pretreatment IOP much greater than 21 mm Hg. In normal tension glaucoma, the underlying pathophysiology and degeneration pattern could be different.

**Correlation With Structural and Functional Clinical Tests**

The pRNFL thickness showed a stronger correlation with the FD of both the OTs and ORs than did the VFMD. This is expected, as both FD and pRNFL thickness are measures of structural degeneration, whereas VFMD is a measure of functional loss. Additionally, the FD of the OTs showed a stronger correlation with both clinical measures compared with the FD of the ORs. This could be attributed to the fact that the clinical tests examine the structure and function of the optic nerves, which are essentially formed of the same RGCs axons as the OTs. Furthermore, the FC of both tracts was not correlated with either of the clinical measures. A possible explanation for this lack of correlation is that FC changes, unlike FD and structural and functional optic nerve changes, are a delayed secondary outcome of axonal loss and not a direct response to it. This further strengthens our assertions regarding the time course of micro- and macrostructural WM changes in POAG.

Surprisingly, the average VFMD maps (Supplementary Fig. S1) failed to explain the difference in spatial pervasiveness of FD loss between the left and right ORs. A similar (unexplained) difference has been previously reported in a meta-analysis of DTI studies of glaucoma, although the meta-analysis found a greater decrease of FA on the right side.

**FBA Is More Sensitive to Glaucomatous Degeneration Than DTI**

In agreement with our FBA results, the DTI analysis revealed a decrease in FA and an increase in MD along the entire length of both OTs in the POAG group (Fig. 4), indicating widespread bilateral degeneration. However, in contrast to the FBA results, the left OR exhibited a decrease of FA in a relatively small cluster of 12 voxels only, whereas the right OR showed no significant difference in FA or MD.

The discrepancy between FBA and DTI results could be partly explained by the difference in the anatomical surroundings of the OTs and ORs. The OTs are surrounded by CSF of the...
perimesencephalic cisterns for most of their length. This reduces the possibility of crossing-fibers from other WM tracts being present within the same voxel and hence enables DTI to measure changes in diffusivity in OTs voxels. The ORs, on the other hand, are surrounded by other cerebral WM bundles, resulting in the presence of crossing and so-called “kissing” fibers within the same voxels.63–65 DTI is incapable of modeling such crossing fibers, limiting its ability to analyze regions of complex WM structure of the ORs. FBA overcomes this limitation, as it distinguishes between different fiber orientations within the same voxel. Figure 2 illustrates the prevalence of crossing fibers in the ORs and lack thereof in OTs and demonstrates the ability of FBA to analyze different crossing fiber populations independently.

Although DTI and FBA are not directly comparable techniques, our findings indicate that FBA is more suitable for studying glaucomatous neurodegeneration, in particular in the ORs. Moreover, DTI measures such as FA and MD provide limited understanding, as they lack direct biological interpretation. Our use of the novel FBA framework allowed us to gain more insight into the biological changes underlying the glaucomatous WM degeneration, both on a micro- and macro-scale.

**Comparison to Previous Studies of WM Changes in POAG**

Previous studies of visual pathway WM in POAG patients found evidence of degeneration in both the OTs and ORs using DTI.62 However, very little can be concluded about the nature of this reported WM degeneration, as DTI metrics represent an all-encompassing measure of WM “structural integrity.”

Several whole-brain DTI studies of POAG reported WM degeneration outside the visual system.15–17,66 This implies the involvement of a global degenerative brain component in POAG. As such global degeneration can reach the RGCs only through retrograde trans-synaptic spread; this would contradict our interpretation of a possible predominance of anterograde trans-synaptic degeneration. Notably, most whole-brain DTI studies that reported evidence in favor of degeneration beyond the visual system used somewhat lenient statistical thresholds. For example, Fressotti et al.15,16 and Giorgio et al.66 reported results from tract-based spatial statistics (TBSS) without correcting for multiple comparisons. Whole-brain studies that applied more stringent statistical thresholds found no evidence of WM degeneration outside the visual system.25,35,67 Hence, we believe the evidence for a global degenerative brain component in POAG is relatively weak at best, whereas our present evidence for suggesting anterograde trans-synaptic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FBA Metric</th>
<th>Visual Tract</th>
<th>Correlation With pRNFL Thickness</th>
<th>Correlation With VFMD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Partial $r^2$</td>
<td>Partial $r^2$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FD</td>
<td>OT</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>0.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FC</td>
<td>OT</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OR</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Degeneration is comparatively strong. Therefore, the notion of an independent global component contributing to POAG may have to be reconsidered.

Regarding our results using the DTI approach, the lack of significant difference of FA in the right OR and of MD in both ORs, which has been reported in previous DTI studies, can be ascribed to multiple factors. First, our study included a relatively moderate sample size. Second, the inclusion of multiple patients with early-stage glaucoma (Supplementary Table S1) may have resulted in a relatively small effect size of DTI changes. Finally, our use of stringent FWE correction may have also played a role, as other DTI studies with larger sample sizes have failed to find any significant results following correction for multiple comparisons. 16

Clinical Implications

Our current study contributes to understanding the underlying pathophysiology of visual pathway WM structural changes in POAG and how to best detect these changes, which could have crucial implications for the clinical management of glaucoma patients in the future.

Previous studies suggested the use of DWI for monitoring glaucoma progression and response to treatment. This idea has always been proposed in a theoretical capacity, as MRI scans are quite expensive and cumbersome compared with the currently used ophthalmic instruments. Based on our interpretation that glaucomatous visual pathway WM changes are potentially caused by anterograde trans-synaptic degeneration originating from the eye, our study supports the current practice of using OCT for fast and relatively inexpensive glaucoma assessment. Nevertheless, DWI could be used for monitoring glaucoma progression in patients for whom OCT might not be ideal, especially in late-stage glaucoma patients, where OCT fails to detect deterioration following a significant visual field defect. 68 Having more sensitive DWI analysis methods such as FBA available brings such clinical translation a step closer to practical application.

Studying glaucomatous WM changes could also play a role in the development of novel treatments. For example, newly developed neuroprotective treatments that aim to halt the progression of neurodegeneration 69,70 will need to take into account the degeneration occurring not only at the level of the retina but also throughout the visual system. Furthermore, novel therapies that aim to restore vision will need to consider the state of the entire visual pathway and not solely that of the retina. For example, RGC transplantation is currently being investigated as a treatment option for POAG. 71 A degenerated postgeniculate visual pathway would render such transplants useless, as the connection of the transplanted RGCs to the visual cortex would be interrupted. Therefore, understanding the nature of visual pathway glaucomatous degeneration and

![Figure 4. Voxel-based analysis showing differences in fractional anisotropy (FA) and mean diffusivity (MD) in the visual pathways in POAG. Voxels showing a significant increase of FA or a significant decrease of MD in the POAG group are displayed across three sequential axial slices. Top row: Both optic tracts exhibited a significant decrease of FA, whereas the left optic radiation showed a cluster of 12 voxels with a significant decrease and the right optic radiation exhibited no voxels with a significant decrease. Bottom row: Both optic tracts exhibited a significant increase of MD, whereas both optic radiations showed no significant decrease of MD. Images are displayed in radiologic convention.](https://arvojournals.org/doi/10.1167/iovs.19-25092)
how to best detect it would be essential for developing such novel treatments.

Limitations and Future Directions

The main limitation of this study is that our interpretations regarding the nature of glaucomatous spread along the visual pathways are based on cross-sectional data. The OTs and ORs differ considerably in size and shape, which means they might exhibit different patterns of FBA changes independent of the effect of glaucomatous degeneration. Although FBA metrics describe distinct aspects of WM degeneration, which we used as potential surrogate biomarkers for glaucomatous degenerative advancement, evidence of actual disease progression over time is still needed to confirm our findings.

Another study limitation is the relatively moderate sample size of our POAG group. However, finding statistically significant changes despite this sample size and while following rigorous correction for multiple comparisons is a testament to how sensitive FBA is to glaucomatous WM changes.

In this study, we set a precedent for the use of FBA in investigating POAG, and potentially other diseases that may affect the integrity of the visual pathways. Future studies with larger sample sizes and a longitudinal nature are required to verify our present suggestion that visual pathway WM changes are primarily caused by anterograde trans-synaptic degeneration originating from the eye.

Conclusions

FBA provides a sensitive technique for studying WM changes in glaucoma. Although previous DTI studies of POAG reported a nonspecific loss of structural integrity of the OTs and ORs, the current FBA study characterized these changes in a biologically meaningful manner. Our FBA findings suggest that the OTs of POAG patients exhibit signs of a more advanced stage of WM degeneration compared with the ORs, potentially implicating anterograde trans-synaptic propagation as the primary cause of glaucomatous spread along the visual pathways. These novel findings contribute to our understanding of the underlying pathophysiology of WM changes in POAG and could potentially lead to the advancement of POAG diagnostics and therapies in the future.
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